Introduction
In 1912 S. Bernstein proved a theorem on trigonometric polynomials which has been considered by various authors during subsequent years, t For our later purposes it is convenient to formulate this theorem in terms of harmonic polynomials as follows:
I. Let u(x, y) be a real harmonic polynomial of the nth degree which satisfies the inequality \ u(x, y) \ S1 in the unit circle x2-\-y2S 1. If I denotes the positive tangential direction at an arbitrary point (x, y) of the unit circle #2+y2 = l, we have (1) du Tl S n, x2 + y2 = 1.
The equality sign holds only if u(x, y) =cos n(<t> -(bo) for x2+y2 = 1, where (1, 0) are the polar coordinates of the point with the cartesian coordinates (x, y) on the unit circle, and <p0 is arbitrary real.
Ten years ago I proved the following theorem, which is more informative than I:| II. Let u(x,y) be a real harmonic polynomial of the nth degree which satisfies the inequality \ u(x, y) | S1 in the unit circle x2+y2 S1 ■ Then (2) I grad u \ = (wx2 + u£)112 g », x2 + y2 S 1 •
The equality sign holds for the same polynomials as in I; it holds only for x2-\-y1 = 1 if n>\.
In the present investigation I am dealing with the three-dimensional analogue of the last theorem. The following result holds: * Presented to the Society, September 8, 1939 ; received by the editors September 6, 1939. f See the literature quoted in the introduction of the paper referred to in the next footnote. % G. Szegö, Uber einen Satz des Herrn Bernstein, Schriften der Königsberger Gelehrten Gesellschaft, 1928, pp. 59-70 . See also S. Bernstein, Sur un theoreme de M. Szegö, Prace Matematyczno- Fizyczne, vol. 44 (1937), pp. 9-14. g. szegö [January III. Let uix, y, z) be a real harmonic polynomial of the nth degree which satisfies the inequality \ u(x, y,z) \ ^1 in the unit sphere x2+y2 + z2 i£1. We assume »2:4. Then I grad u I = {u% + uy2 + w|)1/2 The equality sign holds only for the polynomial u(x, y, z) whose boundary values on the unit sphere x2+y2+z2 = l are of the form +cos ny; here y is the spherical distance of the variable point (x, y, z) on the unit sphere from a fixed point Po of this sphere.
For these polynomials the equality sign holds only at Pa and at the point diametral to PB.
The bound p" in the inequality (3) is the precise one. We have pn^nw/2 as n-^ co.
The proof follows an argument very much similar to that used in the proof of my former Theorem II. The underlying idea is due essentially to M. and F. Riesz; these authors dealt, of course, only with the inequality (1) of S. Bernstein. In the present case the chief difficulty is to prove the positivity of the trigonometric polynomial First part of the proof 1. It is sufficient to prove (3) for x=y = 0, z = l. For the other points of the unit sphere the statement follows by a simple rotation, for the interior points by considering u(kx, ky, kz), 0^^<1.
If we introduce polar coordinates r, 6, <p (in the usual notation), we have for u{x, y,z) = U(r, 6, 0) (5) I grad u\ = { Ü? + (r*U,y + ((r sin e)-'U^Y) "2, so that our inequality (3) is equivalent to the following statement: Let a, ß be arbitrary real constants, and (6) K = cos a -V, + sin a cos ß-r~lTJe + sin a sin 0(> sin 0)~lJ7,*,; then (7) l*tS*- 17(1, 0', 4>')P^cos 0') sin e'dd'dcb' = -a"0, o J-* 2fi + 1
In these integrals, OSO' Sir, -ttS<p'S +t~. the coefficients p,., <r", 1 depend only on v; that is to say, for a fixed value of v, they are independent of n. Consequently, we find from (11):
Here both 6', <b' run from -ir to +jr; we use the fact that J+ U{\, 0', 4>')d4>'
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use is a cosine polynomial of the nth degree, and also that both integrals /+* cos <t>' 17(1, d', cb') . d4>>
-ir sinf represent sine polynomials of the nth. degree.
Second part of the proof
The basic idea of this part is similar to that used in the proof of II (see the Introduction).
1. We write (13) in the form n^K = Tl ( f+T U(l, 0', *■') {cos a-P(9')
where n n (14) p{6') = £ p" cos vd', <r(0') = £ a, sin vd'.
Let us put (15) p" cos a cos nd' + 2<r" sin a cos (0 -tj>' + /S) sin nd' = R cos («0' -5),
where R >0, 5 real, and it, 5 are independent of 0'; obviously, R and 5 depend on a, ß, <b, <p', n. We have (16) R = {p"2 cos2 a + 4(t"2 sin2 a cos2 (<j> -4>' + ß)} "2.
Furthermore, for 1 ^ v ^ w -1,
Adding to this expression Since an = n (see (29)), this is the same trigonometric polynomial of order 2n -1 as defined in (4). It depends only on n.
Consequently,
--f * lZ"Ua, 6', <b')RMn(6')dd,'.
Here and in the next section, £' and £" have the meaning given above. 3. In the last part of the proof we are going to show that Mniß') >0 for all real values of 6'. Anticipating this result, we obtain from (19) (20)
But we easily see that the trigonometric polynomial Mn(6') does not contain any term with cos nd' and sin nd', and also that its absolute term is 1. Hence By means of Schwarz's inequality 1 /•+* 7C2 ^ -(p"2 cos2 a + 4(7"2 sin2 a cos2 0')^' = P« cos2 a + 2er,2 sin2 a S P"2, 2tT J-r provided that p"2 ^2o-"2. This is the case for n = 4 (see (30)). For these values of n, the inequality | K~\ Spn is proved.
4. The preceding argument, combined with (30), shows that \K\ <p" holds provided that sin2 a >0. Now let sin2 a = 0, cos a = 1; then 5 = 0, 7? = p".
In this case (19) reads as follows:
Here U(ß') = (2t)~1J+_IU{\, 6', 4>')d<p', and the sums £" are extended g. szegö [January over the modulo 2?r incongruent solutions of the equations nd' =0 and it, respectively. Taking (21) into consideration, we see that K = pn holds if and only if U{0') =cos nd' for the special values of d' mentioned. Since the cosine polynomial U(6')-cos nd' vanishes for the values 6' = 0, ir/n, 2-ir/n, ■ ■ ■ , ir (for which cos 6' assumes n+l distinct values), it must vanish identically, that is, U(d) =cos nd. Similarly K = -pn holds if and only if U(9) = -cos nd.
Considering the case U(d) =cos nd, we write again 0=6' = kir/n, k an integer. This furnishes f+TU{l,d',<p')dd>' = (-1)* Since | U(\, 6', <p')\ gl, we find £7(1, 6', <f>') = (-1)* identically in <p'. Consequently, by use of the notation (8), (9), we have for the values of 6' mentioned before, A,(I, 0') =73,(1, 6')=0, v = 1, 2, ■ • • , n, or if sin 8V0, E a»yP(*\zos 6') = £ b"PT (cos 0') = 0.
These equations hold in particular for 6' = ir/n, 2ir/n, ■ ■ ■ , in -l)ir/n, so that A ,(1, 0) and jB"(1, 0) must vanish identically for v greater than or equal to 2, and^li(l, 0) = const, sin nd, 3,(1, 6) = const, sin nd. Finally, U(l, d, <j>) = cos nd +c sin nd cos (<j> -<p0), c and <p0 constant, and as a consequence of | U\ = 1 we find c = 0. 
Now ^"((z+z-1)/2) is a power series of z starting with z"+1; therefore z~2Q,'((z+z_1)/2) is a power series starting with z". Adding to the sums on the right-hand side of (25) the corresponding terms with n > n, we do not influence the coefficients of z, z2, • • • , zn. From this, we conclude that the n first coefficients of the expansions (12) 
(1 -z2)2 ---E (2m + ix?;(Kz + z-1)).
In particular, p" and o-" are the coefficients of z" in the power series expansions of the functions (26), regular for \ z\ <1. 2. In order to compute the functions (26) If « is odd, «2:5,
Apparently, (30) does not hold for n=l, 2, 3. Indeed Pi=l, p2=8/3, p3 = 21/5,(7! =1,CT2 = 2, (73 = 3.
Positivity or M"(ß)
Let «2:2. The remaining part of the proof is devoted to the discussion of the trigonometric polynomial (4), that is, of
where the symbol £* indicates that the term v = 0 must be multiplied by 1/2.
We want to show that M"(6) >0. In an arbitrary domain not containing z = -1, the function /(z) has the only singularity z = +1; an additional singularity of the last integrand is at z = e±ie. The integrand being single-valued around z= +1, e**', we can choose as a contour the following: A "large" arc \z\ =R, | arg z| six -e, and (approximately) the segment -7?, -1 of the negative real axis, counting twice and encircling z= -1 in the negative sense. The residues at z = +1, e±ie have to be taken into consideration. On the "upper" border of the line -00, -1 we have, z = -t, 1 <J< + °c , 1 -t tUi ( /t1" -1 \ ) f{z) =-^ log I-) + iir > ,
(1 + *)2 2 I V/1'2 + 1 / f whereas on the "lower" border, zx must be replaced by -iir. Consequently, Incidentally, sgn ö" = (-l)n. 5. Returning again to (36), we obtain («7t -1) sin nd sin 6 + 7r cos nB -it cos (0/2) pnMJ6) =-cos m0 4 sin2 (0/2) »tt -1 sin2 «0 -\{nr -1) sin 2«0 cot (0/2) -)-h S» (40) W / 4* sin2 (0/2) 7r(l -cos (0/2) cos nd) -n~x sin2 nB
